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WHY? 
 

Recently NAC became aware that the majority of the NTKML Board had resigned but, before they left, 

they did not replace its Directors which is required for the continued operation of the Trust 

Under the Rule Book, the NTKML needs 2 independent Directors and 4 Traditional Directors to operate. 

Legally, NTKML now cannot release any money that enables NAC to continue to operate the MSU.  

This may effect both the Direct and Charitable trust fund releases and therefore the Culture and 

Christmas money. 

Both the NAC and NTKML are independent legal bodies and have different rules to operate by and 

although NAC is the only member of the NTKML, the Trust operates independent to NAC.  

WHAT NAC IS DOING 
 

Because the NTKML Directors did not follow the rules properly NAC is now getting legal advice and 

talking to both Rio Tinto and The Meyer Foundation to try and come to an agreement that will allow 

money to be released and for the election process to be followed properly and allow for 

appointments of new NTKML Directors early in the new year. 

NAC understands that the Lack of action by the outgoing NTKML Directors has the potential to cause 

our membership unnecessary financial hardship in the lead up to Christmas and it is our priority to do 

what we can to make sure this issue is fixed. 
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There is no intention to go to Court and the legal advice is to make sure that all the rules are being 

followed properly.  NAC will make sure the NTKML is made strong and that both bodies work closely 

for the future. 

Be assured that the NTKML is not in any danger of being lost or taken off Ngarluma people. 

Formal notices for the AGMs and application packs to nominate for the NTKML Board will be sent out 

to members in the very near future. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
 

As discussions happen and new information or decisions are available, NAC will send newsletters out 

and post the information on its Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/ngarluma/)  and website 

(www.ngarluma.com.au).   

 

Kylie Agale  

Chair 

NAC Board of Directors  
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